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The Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 OS includes
significant changes to the failover clustering architecture
designed to enhance flexibility and availability, but
migrating a cluster from Windows Server 2003 can be
challenging. Following best practices can help administrators plan and execute a smooth migration for clusters
based on Dell™ PowerEdge™ servers.
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Planning the cluster
migration
Failover clusters in enterprise data centers typically host critical applications
and data. Although Dell engineers have
extensively validated failover clusters
with Windows Server 2008 running on
a variety of Dell-supported hardware,
Dell strongly recommends that organiza-

“The architectural enhancements in

Windows Server 2008 and the extensive
validation work performed by Dell
and its partners are designed to ease
the burden on enterprise IT staff and
help maintain cluster uptime. Following
the best practices described in this
article can help administrators plan
and execute a successful migration
in their environments.”

tions validate their migration plan in a
1

For more information on key changes introduced in Windows Server 2008 failover clustering, visit technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/13c0a922-6097-4f34-ac64-18820094128b1033.mspx.
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quorum disk), IP addresses (except the
Phase I: Create a two-node
failover cluster

Phase II: Determine how to
make existing data available
to the new cluster, then
migrate settings to it

Phase III: Complete
the transition from the
old cluster to the new
cluster

cluster IP address), network names
(except the cluster name), and print servers.4 It can perform a partial migration for

1

Connect the cluster servers to
the networks and storage

2

Install the failover cluster feature
and other needed software

(DHCP) services, Windows Internet

3

Validate the cluster configuration

Distributed File System (DFS) namespaces,

4

Create the cluster

and generic applications, scripts, and ser-

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
Naming

Service

(WINS)

services,

vices, and then provide guidance on the
remaining steps that administrators must

Figure 1. Process for creating a new failover cluster and then migrating settings from an existing cluster

perform manually.
The Migrate a Cluster wizard cannot
migrate e-mail servers or database appli-

the migration and removing the existing

Migrating cluster
resources

cluster. This method is well suited for

The Migrate a Cluster wizard in the

data during the migration. In addition, if

environments with spare hardware

Windows Server 2008 failover clustering
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Windows Server 2003 to one running

were used in the previous cluster, they

tems that are not supported for

Windows Server 2008.3 This wizard can

must do so manually; migrating a cluster

Windows Server 2008 failover cluster-

perform a comprehensive migration for

that uses mount points also requires sev-

ing (see Figure 1).

file shares, physical disks (except the

eral additional steps.5

potential problems before performing
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Perform an in-place migration on a twonode cluster: In this method, administrators remove one of the servers from the
existing cluster, install Windows Server

Phase I: Prepare to create a one-node failover cluster

2008 on it, configure the connections,

1

Install Windows Server 2008 on one server, and connect it to networks and storage (connections are required if using
new storage)

wizard. They then create a single-node

2

Install the failover cluster feature

cluster on this server and migrate the

3

Run validation tests on the new server

and run the Validate a Configuration

cluster settings from the other node
(running Windows Server 2003) to this
new node (running Windows Server

Phase II: Create a one-node failover cluster, determine how to make existing data available to it,
and migrate settings to it

2008). Next, they install Windows

4

Create the cluster

Server 2008 on the other node and run

5

Migrate settings from the old cluster to the new cluster

the validation tests before joining it to
the first node. Finally, they bring the
migrated resources online in the new

Phase III: Complete the transition from the old cluster to the new cluster

Windows Server 2008 failover cluster.

6

Install Windows Server 2008 on the remaining server cluster node, and validate the configuration

Provided the hardware in the existing

7

Add the second node to the failover cluster

8

Bring migrated resource groups online and test failover

cluster is supported for Windows Server
2008 failover clustering, this method
helps minimize spare hardware requirements (see Figure 2).2

Figure 2. Process for performing an in-place migration on a two-node cluster

For matrices of Dell-supported hardware and software, see the “Products & Services” section at DELL.COM/HA. For a detailed step-by-step guide on performing each of these types of migration, visit technet2.microsoft.com/
windowsserver2008/en/library/6820ae3f-1ecc-43fd-8a76-fe8c2125cfe61033.mspx.
3
For more information on the Migrate a Cluster wizard, visit technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer2008/en/library/6cb27a88-0708-4068-87cf-45b5b2b793c91033.mspx.
4
Migrating print servers also requires the Printer Migration wizard built into the Windows Server 2008 print management snap-in. For more information on migrating print servers, visit technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/
en/library/71b0e978-d1ff-47a2-b4bd-1f4d19280dbe1033.mspx.
5
For more information on maintaining existing drive letters and labels after a migration, visit technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer2008/en/library/093b5270-a117-411c-be88-c6dd1afb144e1033.mspx. For more information on
mount points, visit technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer2008/en/library/a281bc1a-344e-47c8-9ab5-f8d9b62188cc1033.mspx.
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